Add to FLAT “TANLEY’s “ta p Colle tio !
Artists young and old, experienced and just enthusiastic are invited to add to our set for
The Musical Adventures of Flat Stanley Jr.
by creating a stamp to be hung on the stage or in the performance space as a part of our set
design. For conformity of design please follow these instructions:












Use a prepared pie e of foa
ith perforatio a d fra e already painted on it. These
can be picked up at the Jan Dempsey front office or at a planned painting session. If you
can not pick one up, contact email below.
Pick a recognizable landmark, landscape, public figure, natural item from around the
world or in the US
Create a stamp painting, include lettering over the top in a corner designating the state
or country. Cost of stamp is optional.
Paints are available upon request or at a planned painting session. If using your own
paints, please use a tempera or acrylic in non-glossy paints (to avoid glare in stage
lights).
Style is up to you! Make it your own. HOWEVER, please follow the 20-ft rule of stage
painting. This means that your painting is not meant for close-up viewing, but will be
seen from far away (at least 20 ft. in most cases). This means that colors and details
need to be distinct. Tiny delicate arks or shadi g o ’t e isi le. Not sure? Mo e
across the room or house to look at your painting from 20 ft away! It may not look
good fro lose up for this reaso . This is your halle ge!
Label your painting clearly ON the BACK, include a phone number or email if you will
want it back.
Email Cora Connelly at cconnelly@auburnact.org to let me know that you are working
on one, and if you have any questions. Or call 334-703-3128

DEADLINE for COMPLETED stamps – SEPT 25
at Jan Dempsey Community Arts Center office.
Stamps received after this date may not be included in the set.

